AMP Originated in Fall 2021
- Initiated by district leadership
- Provides equitable access to advanced math for all schools
- Supports schools to offer advanced math when schools do not have FTE to teach in house

Currently 18 schools participating (up from 13 last year)

Courses led by highly effective and experienced (over 30 years total!)
BVSD-licensed math teachers live and in real-time with students

All Live, Synchronous Classes with:
- Engaging Lessons and Activities
- Interactive Practice
- Live Guided Instruction and Feedback
- Opportunities for Collaboration and Exploration
- Paper Workbook and Online Math Curriculum

Positive relationships between Students and Teachers are formed virtually – it can be done!

Student collaboration opportunities for math talk, involving in-person Proctor

Data Based Instruction:
- Students are learning and mastering content level standards and often beyond
- Data backed success of these programs using
  - Real-Time IXL Growth Data
  - Formative and Summative Assessments

BU AMP currently offers:
- 4th/5th Compacted
- 6th Grade Math (for 5th Graders)
- 7th Grade Math
- 7/8 Compacted
- Advanced Algebra
- Possible Addition: Advanced Geometry

Clear Math Teacher Communication
- Newsletters to Parents with 1:1 parent-teacher meetings as needed
- Recurring communication to Principals, grade-level Teachers, and Proctors

PROGRAM ENHANCEMENTS & ADDITIONS

Open House/Information Sessions for students and families in May
- Learn all about Advanced Math at Boulder Universal
- May 16th in Person at Boulder Universal campus

In August
- BU Math teachers will visit schools
  - Meet students and homeroom teachers
  - Provide class “baskets” with math workbooks and notebooks so students feel organized and ready!
- Additional Open House/Information Session to Welcome Parents and Students

Provided by BU
- Proctor Training for teachers supervising live math class
- Headphones to Proctor to listen to lesson and provide support

Increased Collaborative Opportunities for math talks using Kagan Strategies
- Gallery Walks
- Two-Minute Partner Share
- Group Problem Solving
- Breakout Room Collaborative Structures